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• Case studies/more info
Why Linked Data?
• Linked data is the future of the 
web
• Data will no longer be in silos




So what’s the problem 
with how things are now?
What a human sees
5
What a computer sees
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What is Linked Data?
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A set of principles and best 
practices for sharing data and 
building relationships between data 
on the web so that machines can 
“understand” and interpret the 
data.




RDF provides a way to describe anything 
you encounter in the world: people, 
places, concepts, words, documents, etc.
RDF provides a way to describe 




Statement: A combination of a 




Property Value  Object
































We are going to create some RDF of 
our own!
• Look at the Dublin Core records
• Break the data into triples in the 
spreadsheet (use URIs if you can find 
them)




• One of the most commonly used linked 
















• What is BIBFRAME?
• What does linked data have to do 
with BIBFRAME?
• How does BIBFRAME fit into the 
standards and best practices 
discussed earlier?





• Vocabulary 2.0 coming soon!
• New Core class: Items
• New core class: Events
• No more Authority layer – will go 
straight to Subject, Person, etc.
• More information here: 
http://www.loc.gov/bibframe/docs/in
dex.html
BIBFRAME and Linked Data
• How do these two concepts connect?
–BIBFRAME plays on the ideas of linked 
data to connect bibliographic data 
across the web. 
–Use of URIs instead of strings
–Often shown/visualized/serialized in RDF 
triples
–Not just a replacement for MARC!
BIBFRAME in the Wild
So what does it really look like when 
someone uses BIBFRAME?
US Army Corps of Engineers
US Army Corps of Engineers
US Army Corps of Engineers







• Date of creation
Instance Data:
• Publisher
• Date of printing
• Pagination
• Cover art




























• Exported records from CONTENTdm
• Imported data into Open Refine. Cleaned it 
up, created triples, and exported it as RDF.
• Used Mulgara and OpenLink Virtuoso Pivot 
Viewer to store and visualize their data (open 
source)
FUTURE GOAL: To publish all digital collections 




• OCLC has been publishing bibliographic 
linked data since 2012
• How make use of data and demonstrate 
how it adds value to librarians and users?
– Looking at Google Research Knowledge Vault 
model
• The Knowledge Vault will contain triples 
that can be used by next-generation 
library services and apps
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Example Case Study
Innovative Linked Data
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Thank You!
Lizzy Baus
eebaus@umn.edu
Sara Ring
ring0089@umn.edu
All handouts/resources
http://z.umn.edu/14cy
